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1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Registrars wishing to offer Premium Names (“Premium Names”) are subject to
the terms and conditions contained in this document. Premium Names include
names in Premium and Sunrise Premium products. Premium names are optional
and registrars are not required to offer Premium Names. Registrars may register
domain names as usual but Premium Names will appear as ‘Not Available’ in
EPP and the web portal.
This product is covered under and governed by the Master Services Agreement
of VoxPop.
Registrars MUST communicate to, and obtain consent to charge, in a clear and
conspicuous way, the Registered Name Holder for fees that are consistent with
Premium name fees, including renewal fees.

2. CATEGORIES
Premium Names can only be assigned to one category at a time. Each domain
has a specific price on it, which can be modified at any time subject to giving
prior notice to the Registrar as required by terms of VoxPop’s Registry
Agreement with ICANN. All create, renew, transfer and restore commands will
use the new prices IMMEDIATELY once they are changed. The list of price
categories will include the following pieces of information:
• Category Name
• Create Price
• Renew Price
• Transfer Price
• Restore Price

3.DOMAIN CHECK RESPONSES
Domain check responses for domain names that are part of a premium category
will return the category name, price for create, renew, transfer, and restore
operations. For registrars that are not subscribed to the Categories feature, the
web portal will display the domain name as not available.

4.DOMAIN CREATE COMMANDS
Domain “create” commands must contain the additional information for the
extension including the indicated price value for each affected operation. The
presence of the price element in the “create” signifies that the applicant agrees to
the specified Category of the domain name.
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5.DOMAIN INFO RESPONSES
Domain “info” responses for registered domains that are part of a premium
category will return the following information: category name, price for create,
renew, transfer and restore operations. This information will only be returned to
the sponsoring registrar or a Non-Sponsoring registrar who is subscribed to the
Categories feature and has the “authinfo” code associated with the domain
name.

6.DOMAIN TRANSFER COMMAND
Domain transfer commands for domain names that are part of a category must
contain the additional information required for the extension including the name
of the category value attached to the Transfer Price. The presence of the price
element in the “transfer” signifies that the applicant agrees to the specified
Category of the domain name. Premium Names cannot be transferred to
registrars that are not accredited to sell Premium Names. The transfer request
may fail in that case.

7.DOMAIN RENEW COMMAND
“Renew” commands for domains which are part of a premium category must
contain the additional information for the extension including the name of the
Category and the costs attached to the Renew Price.
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